Abstract: Core−shell structured dual-mesoporous silica spheres (DMSS) that possess smaller pores (2.0 nm) in the shell and larger tunable pores (12.8–18.5 nm) in the core have been successfully synthesized by utilizing an amphiphilic block copolymer (polystyrene-b-poly (acrylic acid), PS-b-PAA) and cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) as cocrystallizers. The thickness of the shells and the larger pore size in the core could be easily tuned by changing the amounts of TEOS and the hydrophobic block length during synthesis, respectively. By encapsulating hydrophobic magnetite nanoparticles into the cores, superparamagnetic dual-mesoporous silica spheres were obtained. Drug storage and release testing results showed that the diffusing rate of the stored drug could be efficiently controlled by changing the shell thickness of DMSS.

Hierarchically porous materials with multimodal pore systems have attracted increasing attention because of their unique, adjustable, and well-defined pore structure and great potential for applications in catalysis, sorption, separation, and biomedical fields.1 Up to now, various templating approaches have been adopted to synthesize hierarchically porous materials by using emulsions, colloids, and surfactants as templates.2–4 Especially, hierarchically porous materials with bimodal mesoporosity can be synthesized by a “dual templating” approach or chemical and hydrothermal post-treatments of mesoporous silica materials.5 However, in all these cases, structural control was difficult, and most of these bimodal mesoporous materials lack a well-defined pore structure on at least one length scale in terms of pore shape or size. In addition, the macropore sizes were usually large, at least at 200–300 nm, though smaller macropores (<100 nm) would be more desirable.6 Recently, a novel kind of hierarchically bimodal mesoporous materials with tunable pore size and structure has been synthesized successfully by using various block copolymers as a large pore template and a smaller surfactant as a small pore template;7 however, the obtained particles suffered from the irregular morphology and broadened particle size distribution. Consequently, developing a novel approach on the synthesis of dual-mesoporous materials with well-defined particle morphology and size in the nanoscale (~200 nm) is still a great challenge.

Herein, we report a very simple method on the synthesis of core−shell structured and monodispersed dual-mesoporous silica spheres (designated as DMSS) with larger pores in the core and smaller pores in the shell using amphiphilic block copolymer polystyrene-b-poly (acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as dual templates. Different from previously reported block copolymer-templating methods,8 anionic block copolymer PS-b-PAA is used in the present study as a template to form the larger mesopores. More importantly, the size of the larger pores and the thickness of the shell can be easily tuned by changing the length of PS blocks of PS-b-PAA and the precursor composition, respectively (Table S1). It is important to note that dual-mesoporous silica spheres prepared by this method have uniform particle sizes and a well-defined core−shell structure. Also, functional dual-mesoporous silica spheres were successfully prepared by encapsulating hydrophobic nanoparticles (such as magnetic Fe3O4 particles) in the large pores. Drug storage and release testing results showed that up to 500 mg of ibuprofen could be stored in 1 g of DMSS, and the diffusion rate of drug molecules can be effectively tuned by varying the thickness of the shell.

Figure 1a presents typical TEM images of DMSS prepared with block copolymer PS100-b-PAA16 as one template (denoted as DMSS-PS100). Well-defined core−shell structured nanospheres of ~250 nm in diameter are clearly presented. It is interesting to note that the core is neither solid nor hollow but is composed of ordered mesopores with a pore diameter of around 14 nm. An HRTEM image of DMSS-PS100, as shown in Figure 1b, further confirms the core−shell structured dual-mesoporous structure with larger pores in the core and smaller pores (~2.0 nm) in the shell. In order to confirm the mesostructural ordering, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis was adopted (Figure S1). As shown in Figure S1, the SAXS pattern of DMSS-PS100 shows well-resolved scattering peaks in the q range 0.03–0.13 Å−1, indicating an ordered hexagonal mesostructure in the cores. In addition, the XRD pattern of DMSS-PS100 shown in Figure S2 also indicates the ordered arrangement of the larger mesopores. However, the broadened scattering peak in the q range 0.15–0.20 Å−1 in Figure S1 and the equally broadened diffraction peak in the 2θ range 2°–3° show the disordered arrangement of the smaller mesopores, which is also in accordance with the above TEM observations (Figure 1b). In
order to understand the dual-mesoporous structure of DMSS more clearly, an HRTEM image (Figure S3) of an ultrathin microtome section of DMSS-PS100 was examined. It should also be noted that smaller mesopores are present not only in the shells but also in the large pore framework in the cores, while larger mesopores can only be found in the cores.

In order to further demonstrate the dual-mesoporous structure of DMSS-PS100, N₂ sorption analysis was performed (Figure 1c). As shown in Figure 1c, the adsorption–desorption isotherms show two major capillary condensation steps in the relative pressure ranges 0.1–0.3 and 0.80–0.95, implying that two sets of mesopores respectively at ~2.0 nm and ~14 nm in diameter have been obtained as can be identified from the corresponding distribution curve of DMSS-PS100, which is obtained by the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method. In addition, the specific surface area and total volume of DMSS-PS100 is calculated to be 697 m²·g⁻¹ and 0.95 cm³·g⁻¹, respectively. Noticeably, it is known that the BJH method is quite good for large pores but may underestimate the size of small pores. As the CTAB-templated mesopores are usually small in the range 3–3.5 nm, to obtain a more accurate pore size, a novel nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT) method was used for the calculation of pore size and distribution from adsorption isotherms.⁹ As shown in Figure S4, the smaller pore size of DMSS-PS100 by the NLDFT method is around 2.94 nm. Therefore, the small pores in our DMSS in the present work can be underestimated by about 1 nm by the BJH method.

Under similar conditions to those for DMSS-PS100, DMSS with varied larger pore sizes, i.e. DMSS-PS78, DMSS-PS154, and DMSS-PS260, were obtained by changing the length of the PS block. TEM images together with the N₂ sorption analysis results demonstrate the core–shell dual-mesoporous structure and spherical morphology of DMSS-PS78 and DMSS-PS154 (Figures 2 and S5). On increasing the number of PS block units in PS-b-PAA from 78 to 154, the larger pore diameter in the cores was enlarged from 12.8 to 18.5 nm, respectively, while the smaller mesopores keep constant at ~2.0 nm. This means that the number of PS blocks determines the larger pore size of DMSS, to a large extent. However, mesoporous hollow silica spheres were obtained with the number of PS block units increasing to 260 (Figures S5 and S6). Such a change of particle structure can be most probably attributed to the micelle morphology transformation from rod-like to vesicle or other large compound micelles. As amphiphilic block copolymer PS-b-PAA may form micelles of varied morphologies (e.g., spherical, rod-like, vesicle, and large compound micelles),¹⁰ it is anticipated that various particle morphologies of different hierarchical pore structures could be prepared with the present methodology. In addition, the shell thickness of DMSS could be well adjusted by changing the amount of TEOS during synthesis. As shown in Figures 3 and S7, the shell thickness of DMSS-PS100 could be varied in the range 5 to 60 nm, with the particle size varying from 200 to 400 nm, correspondingly.

Based on the above observations, a possible mechanism was proposed to explain the formation of dual-mesoporous silica spheres (Scheme 1). As the morphology of PS-b-PAA micelles could be changed from spheres to rod-like aggregates by the addition of inorganic ions or small molecule surfactants,¹¹ in our experiments, rod-like aggregates were assumed to form in the presence of a small molecule surfactant (CTAB) and ammonia (NH₄⁺) at the beginning stage, which was confirmed by the TEM observation of a precursor solution before adding ethanol and TEOS (Figure S8). At the same time, the hydrophilic PAA blocks of rod-like aggregates could couple with the CTAB micelles via Coulomb force and electrostatic interaction between CTA⁺ and PAA⁻ to form CTAB-coated rod-like aggregates, or composite micelles, in solution. After the addition of TEOS and ethanol, the inorganic–organic self-assembled hybrid micelles, which are composed of silicate oligomers and CTAB-coated PS-b-PAA rod-like aggregates, were first formed. Then, these
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**Figure 2.** TEM images of DMSS prepared by using block copolymers of different lengths of PS block as templates: (a, b) PS78-b-PAA16, (c, d) PS154-b-PAA16.

**Figure 3.** TEM images of DMSS with different shell thicknesses: (a, d) 5 nm, (b, e) 25 nm, and (c, f) 60 nm.

**Scheme 1.** Schematic Illustration for the Formation of Dual-Mesoporous Silica Spheres⁶
rod-like silicate composite micelles pack together in an ordered fashion to form the core part dual-mesoporous structure, which is similar to the model proposed by Cai and co-workers.\textsuperscript{12} Finally, the electrostatic interaction between positively charged CTA\textsuperscript{+} and negatively charged silica species and the condensation of the rod-like silicate micelles facilitate the deposition of the micelles, resulting in the formation of mesoporous silica with a spherical morphology. As a certain limited amount of CTAB can coat the PS-b-PAA micelles to form composite micelles, the remaining CTAB molecules will be expelled out of the core portion of the structure, and once the core part becomes large enough, the immediate outer region of the core (or, the interface between the core and the liquid phase) will become sufficiently rich in CTAB, leading to the cooperative self-assembly between these CTAB molecules and additional TEOS and consequently the formation of an outer shell of smaller pores surrounding the cores.

From this proposed mechanism, it is clear that CTAB plays an important role in the formation of the structure. Without CTAB, CTAB-coated PS-b-PAA aggregates cannot form and the corresponding self-assembly between the CTAB-coated PS-b-PAA aggregates and TEOS could not take place, so that mesoporous materials will not be obtained. In addition, ethanol solvent plays an essential role in the formation of stable CTAB-coated rod-like aggregates. As shown in Figure S9, without or with the addition of a small amount of ethanol (e.g., 40 mL), dual-mesoporous silica spheres cannot be obtained; only conventional mesoporous silica spheres with a single pore system at 2.3 nm, or sometimes with few large pore channels, were formed. In contrast, when a much larger amount of ethanol (120 mL) was employed, only large-pore mesoporous silica spheres with a pore size of 15 nm were observed. The reason for the disappearance of smaller pores is probably due to the largely increased critical micelle concentration (CMC) of CTAB with the increased amount of ethanol,\textsuperscript{13} which is higher than that of CTAB micelle concentration, resulting in the dissociation of CTAB micelles. This transformation was also confirmed by N\textsubscript{2} sorption analysis (Figure S10).

In addition, this method also provides opportunities for developing dual-mesoporous silica spheres with specific functions. Here, we demonstrated the successful incorporation of magnetite nanoparticles into the larger pores of DMSS for magnetic functionalization. From the TEM images of magnetite-loaded dual-mesoporous silica spheres (denoted as Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@DMSS, Figure S11), it can be seen that the monodispersity and dual-mesoporous structure of particles were not affected with the encapsulation of magnetite nanoparticles. Due to the small size of magnetite nanoparticles (~4 nm), it is hard to distinguish the Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles from the matrix in the TEM image. However, the energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) and XRD pattern of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@DMSS confirm the existence of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles in the particles (Figures S12 and S13). N\textsubscript{2} adsorption–desorption analysis (Figure S14) shows two sets of mesopores centered at 2.1 and 11.2 nm, respectively, and a high specific surface area of 1154 m\textsuperscript{2} g\textsuperscript{-1} and pore volume of 1.21 cm\textsuperscript{3} g\textsuperscript{-1} were obtained for Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@DMSS. The magnetic properties of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@DMSS at 300 K were recorded using a vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM), as presented in Figure S11c, demonstrating their superparamagnetic feature with a saturation magnetization value of 2.5 emu g\textsuperscript{-1}, which is desirable for their biomedical applications, such as in magnetic separation, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), targeted drug delivery, and hyperthermia treatment of cancer.\textsuperscript{14} The magnetic separability of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@DMSS was further visually tested in water by placing a magnet near the glass bottle. The particles were attracted toward the magnet within several minutes, as shown in Figure S11d, demonstrating directly that the core–shell nanospheres have been endowed with magnetic properties. Following the same procedure, various kinds of hydrophobic nanoparticles can be encapsulated in the core of the dual-mesoporous silica spheres, resulting in multifunctional silica spheres with the dual-mesoporous structure.

To explore its capability as a drug carrier, ibuprofen, a typical anti-inflammatory drug, was introduced into the pores of DMSS of varied shell thicknesses of 5, 25, and 60 nm and denoted as DMSS\textsubscript{5nm-ST5}, DMSS\textsubscript{25nm-ST25}, and DMSS\textsubscript{60nm-ST60}, respectively. The uptake amounts of ibuprofen are ca. 26.3, 34.6, and 29.5 wt %, as assessed by TG analysis. The release behavior of ibuprofen in PBS solution (pH = 7.4) was measured over a 24 h period (Figure S15). It is clear that the release rates of drug molecules could be controlled by changing the shell thickness of DMSS. In addition, an apparent three-stage ibuprofen release profile from samples DMSS\textsubscript{5nm-ST25} and DMSS\textsubscript{25nm-ST60} is clear: the first stage involves the rapid release of ibuprofen within the first 60 min, owing to the release of IBU adsorbed on the external surface. Then, the release amount of ibuprofen increases again from 2 to 6 h and reaches a plateau at 73% for sample DMSS\textsubscript{60nm-ST25}, for example. It is reasonable to attribute this release to those trapped in the small pore. Finally, the ibuprofen concentration increases from 6 to 24 h and eventually reaches another plateau at 80% for DMSS\textsubscript{60nm-ST25}. The release in the last stage could probably be attributed to the adsorbed drug in the large pores. The three-stage release profile of the dual-mesoporous structure is similar with that for mesoporous and yolk-shell structure reported previously.\textsuperscript{15} This indicates that DMSS can be an effective carrier for drug deliver and release.

In summary, a novel kind of core–shell structured dual-mesoporous silica spheres with a hierarchical pore structure, which are composed of smaller mesopores in the shells and ordered larger mesopores in the cores, have been fabricated by a simple dual-templating method. The larger pore size of DMSS can be easily tuned by changing the PS block length of PS-b-PAA. In addition, the shell thickness of dual-mesoporous silica spheres can be well controlled from 5 to 60 nm by varying the concentration of TEOS. A three-step release profile of drugs was observed with these particular dual-mesoporous structures. Also, superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles can be encapsulated in dual-mesoporous silica spheres, resulting in functionalized composite spheres, which may find potential applications in catalysis, sorption, separation, and biomedical fields.
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